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Abstra t |
This paper introdu es Robomote, a roboti

solution

developed to explore problems in large-s ale distributed
roboti s and sensor networks.

The design expli itly

aims at enabling resear h in sensor networking, adho

networking, massively distributed roboti s, and ex-

tended longevity.
manding

The platform must meet many de-

riteria not limited to but in luding:

ture size, low power, low

minia-

ost, simple fabri ation, and

a sensor/a tuator suite that fa ilitates navigation and
lo alization.

We argue that a robot test bed su h as

Robomote is ne essary for pra ti al resear h with large
networks of mobile robots. Further, we present a preliminary analysis of Robomotes' su
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Fig. 1. Robomote o upies less than 0.000047m3

ess to this end.

s, mobile robots, sensor networks,

networks, mi ro-robots, distributed roboti s

I. Introdu tion

This paper des ribes the design of the Robomote
robot platform whose hief aim is enabling embodied
resear h in large-s ale distributed roboti s and sensor networks. Su h resear h has previously been prohibitive due to ost and size onsiderations. Our design allows the investigation of roboti s problems in
sensor networking, ad-ho networking, massive s alability, and extended longevity, to name a few.
The advent of small, eÆ ient integrated ir uits, a tuators, sensors, and ommuni ation ir uits allows
implementing robots that are a fra tion of the size
and ost of yesterdays predominant resear h platforms.
Robomote is intended for use in large-s ale sensor network resear h, therefore the produ tion ost of hundreds of robots must be low. Likewise, if resear h is to
be done indoors, (e.g. in the laboratory), the platform
annot take up too mu h spa e. Due to these onsiderations, Robomote o upies less than 0.000047m3, and
osts less than $150 in parts.
Robomote is more than 1300 times smaller than Pioneer sized robots whi h is a standard sized robot used
in laboratories a ross the world. Further, Robomote
has similar, though not identi al, fun tional apabilities as these larger ounterparts. With the use of
1 This work is sponsored in part by NSF under grant ANI0082498 from the Spe ial Proje ts in Networking Program, and
by instrumentation grant N00014-00-1-0638 under the DURIP
program from ONR

the state of the art in mi ro-ele troni s it was possible
to implement the Robomote with a wireless network
interfa e for ommuni ation, a urate odometry and
ompass for navigation, infra-red and bump sensors
for obje t dete tion, a solar ell for longevity, and a
smart harging lithium-ion battery.
II. Design Considerations

We address a three way design trade-o between
size, ost, and fun tionality. Below we examine this
spa e noting the obvious requirements of large-s ale
(e.g. numbering in the hundreds) robot networks.
A. Size

We pla e robots the size of humans on the large end
of the size axis. Fun tionality is usually maximized at
this s ale given the large number of sensor and a tuator options in this size range. Sin e most onsumer
and s ienti te hnology has been developed in this
size range, human s ale robots bene t by using inexpensive, mass produ ed, o the shelf omponents.
Be ause of this ri h sensor and a tuator domain, and
be ause there do not exist omparable sensors and a tuators on a smaller s ale, larger robots an usually
a hieve a level of fun tionality that smaller robots annot.
It is important to note that this fa t will possibly
(if not evidently viz. Moore's Law) hange with the
advent of Mi ro Ele tro Me hani al Systems (MEMS)
and nano-s ale te hnology. However, these te hnologies do presently exist as o -the-shelf produ ts, and
we must make do with what is available. It is also

sembly, et .), and be ause of the la k of o the shelf
omponents. Therefore, be ause the robot must be
small we de ided to go with the smallest yet still readily available omponents.
C. Fun tionality

Fig. 2. Robomote network of eight nodes in less than 1m2 .
This exemplar ad-ho robot network is dynami ally adjusting
its topology to maintain network onne tivity.

important to note that the environments of the ma ro
(human) and semi-mi ro (Robomote) robots o er fundamentally di erent sensor and a tuator experien es.
One drawba k to large platforms is that it is diÆ ult
to do resear h with many of them be ause they require
a large work spa e. Consider, for instan e, a network
of fty Pioneer sized robots. The robot environment,
the laboratory oor, is essentially 2 dimensional, thus
we only onsider the robots 2D footprint. Pioneers are
approximately 0.25m2 ; Robomotes are approximately
0.00114m2. Thus, with an o upied versus uno upied
spa e density of 1 to 500 (see Figure 2 to get a visual
idea for this density using Robomotes), 50 Pioneers require 6250 m2 , or about the size of a basketball ourt.
With the same density, 50 Robomotes require less less
than 30m2 , whi h is about the size of a small laboratory. Clearly, it is not feasible to work with hundreds
or even thousands of robots that are the size of a Pioneer or mu h larger than a Robomote - even if the
resear h budget an handle it.
B. Cost

Working with hundreds of robots ne essitates
s rutiny of individual robot ost. Platforms available
for laboratory resear h typi ally ost on the order of
thousands of dollars [1℄. For instan e, a basi Pioneer
robot osts approximately $5000 and a basi Khepera I robot osts $1800. Sin e our goal is to enable
embodied resear h with massive networks onsisting
of s ores to hundreds of robots, the platform must be
a ordable. The relation of robot ost to robot size
again points to the fa t that o -the-shelf omponents
are the best option. If the platform is too small it
gets expensive due to the advan ed te hnologies and
fabri ation te hniques required (e.g. MEMS, mi ro as-

When onsidering fun tionality one must onsider
the domain that Robomotes are expe ted to work in,
and what they are expe ted to do in that domain. The
Robomotes domain is the at, featured oÆ e-like oor
of a typi al resear h building. The robot must be able
to avoid obje ts, and move to a point that is given in
relation to itself. Be ause the platform must be small,
inexpensive, and power eÆ ient, sensors like vision,
laser range nders, and sonar are out of the question.
Thus, to (help) solve the navigation problem, we settled on a urate odometry and a magneti ompass for
navigation, and infra-red and bump sensors for obje t
avoidan e. Odometry error is shown in Table I and
Figure 3.
While keeping Robomote small and inexpensive we
strive to maintain two very important apabilities:
navigation and obsta le avoidan e. It is important to
have this minimum sensor a tuator suite be ause the
Robomote must be able to navigate to a point (x,y)
relative to its urrent position to within ertain toleran es while avoiding obsta les. Thus, we strive for
highly a urate low drift odometry as shown in Table I
whi h is a representative sample of 10 odometri test
runs.
The obsta le avoidan e system was tested in the
dynami laboratory setting - e.g. nothing spe ial
was done to prote t the Robomote. During a single
3 hour and 30 minute test run Robomote sent 132
RM OBJECT DETECT messages. The environment was
not tailored to Robomotes limited sensors and a tuators, however the robot was trapped or disabled only
twi e. During this time 239878 ti ks were ounted by
the opti al en oders; in other words the robot traveled
947.2 m at 0.27 km/h.
It is important to note that there are other sensors useful for navigation and lo alization, most notably a ousti and radio-based te hniques. It is pra ti al (i.e. sensors t the small platform and low
power demands) to do sound-based time of ight loalization and there is a tive resear h along these
lines [2℄. Another method of lo alization is based on
the re eived signal strength indi ation (RSSI) of other
nearby Robomote radio ommuni ations [3℄, [4℄, [5℄,
[6℄, [7℄. Su ess along these lines has been mixed and
it is not lear whether a urate lo alization based on
radio signal strength is useful [8℄. Ultimately, lo alization and navigation in mobile sensor a tuator networks
is still an open question - as is mobile robot lo alization

Fig. 3. Example of how odometri error is al ulated.
TABLE I
Odometri

d( m)
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
Avg
Std dev

error with a wheel base of 3.12 m

e( m)
47
52
58
54
38
56
27
49
52
39
47
9.2

d vs. e
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.18
0.13
0.19
0.09
0.16
0.17
0.13
0.16
.03

r( m)
1938.2
1756.6
1580.5
1693.5
2387.3
1634.9
3346.8
1861.0
1756.6
2327.1
2028.2
510.6

% dif
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.18
0.13
0.19
0.09
0.17
0.18
0.13
0.16
0.16

and navigation in general. It is reasonable to hypothesize that working a urate lo alization in luttered
oÆ e like spa es will require a mixed approa h that
utilizes the bene ts of many sensor modalities, su h
as a sound and radio ombination [2℄, [9℄.
In on lusion, when onsidering the metri s ( ost,
size, and fun tion), we made Robomote as small as
possible while still taking advantage of o -the-shelf
omponents and keeping a minimum key fun tionality level. As a result, Robomote is small, heap, and
serves its task.
III. Design in Detail

A. Hardware

The Robomote is a single printed ir uit board
with dimensions 3.81 m x 2.23 m based on an Atmel
AT90S8535L 8-bit mi ro ontroller [10℄. This hip was
hosen for its ri h ode base and availability of programmer tools. This board, the \Robot" omponent,

onne ts to a Renemote [11℄, the \Mote" omponent,
making the omplete \Robomote." The Renemote offers the radio ommuni ations interfa e [12℄ and ontrols the robot platform via RS232 serial ommands.
The serial API is detailed in se tion III-B.
Communi ation on the Renemote is based on 19.2
Kbps OOK(On-O Key) at 916.5MHz ISM. The media a ess me hanism is a ontention based Aloha type
s heme with listen before transmission and random
ba k-o . Transmission range of the Renemote an be
varied in software from 20 m to 55m. However, indoor
range varies dramati ally depending on environmental
onditions su h as multi-path and re e tion.
Renemote an be on gured as a base station onne ted to a PC. This augments the sensor network with
whatever networking apabilities the PC may have e.g the xed laboratory network and the Internet.
Robomote has two infra-red transmitters and one
re eiver mounted to fa e forward. The transmitters
produ e 940nm wavelength infra-red beams whi h are
modulated at 40kHz over 1.5 kHz in order to reje t
the maximum amount of ambient light. The re eiver
has a viewing angle of 40 degrees with %80 sensitivity. Sensitivity an be in reased up to 60 m by hoi e
of resistor and by software(see III-B). The viewing
angle an also be adjusted by hanging the re eiver
shroud [10℄. The re eiver generates interrupts on the
mi ro ontroller's external interrupt hannel 0.
There is also an infra-red transmitter mounted to
fa e ba kward to fa ilitate following behaviors. Along
with infra-red, there are four bump sensors. These
binary swit hes all share the mi ro ontroller's external
interrupt hannel 1. The Atmel AT90S8535L has a
wake on external interrupt feature. Therefore, we also
onne t external interrupt hannel 1 to the Renemote
bus enabling Renemote to wake the Robomote from
sleep mode.
The ve infra-red transmitters (two front, one for
ea h opti al en oder, and one fa ing ba k) require
20mA operating urrent ea h. For long life experiments 0.1A ontinuous urrent draw is too mu h.
Thus, power management be omes a software responsibility; this is a hieved through polling (see se tion III-B).
For eÆ ien y, all ir uits are low voltage (3V). The
battery an be anywhere from 2.9V to 5V. Bellow 2.9V
the infra-red transmitters fail, though the rest of the
system has been observed to fun tion as low as 2.4V.
Using 3 1.5V alkaline AAA batteries, the Robomote
typi ally lasts 3.5 hours at 100% duty y le.
Robomote onsumes 102A in sleep and 283mA in
a tive mode. This in ludes 206mA of motor urrent
at regular driving speed. Ea h subsystem ( ompass,
obje t-dete tion, motors and opti al en oders) an be

disabled independently enabling di erent power management poli ies. With 3 1.5V AAA alkaline batteries
(1635mAh) Robomote an sustain itself for 131 days
in sleep mode or 3.5 hours when fully a tive. With the
smaller 3.7V Li-Ion battery (160mAh) these hange to
12 days sleep and 25 min operation time respe tively.
The solar ell makes the Robotmotes suitable as
nodes in sensor networks that are \always on". Further, be ause of the long operation life the solar ell
permits, they are useful in long lived robot experiments. The solar ell produ es 12mA at 4.5V whi h,
while not enough to sustain Robomote in a tion, allows re- harging of the Li-Ion battery. In sleep mode
even this limited power an power the platform indefinitely.
For a tuators, there are two modi ed 7.0 oz-in. submi ro servos that onstitute two pulse width modulation ontrolled dire t urrent gear head motors. These
are ontrolled via the mi ro ontroller's timer/ ounter
1's dual pulse width modulation fun tionality. The
wheels of the platform have 10 bla k and white ti
marks for infra-red opti al sensors whi h are used for
odometry feedba k. The diameter of the wheels is
2.54 m, whi h gives the Robomote a minimum odometri a ura y of 7.9mm per opti al ti mark.
The ompass is a 2-axis Honeywell HMC1021 IC.
Con gured as a 4-element wheatstone bridge, these
magneto-resistive sensors onvert magneti elds to
di erential output voltage. From this two analog readings are obtained, one that senses the Earth's NorthSouth, and another at 90 degrees to the rst whi h
o ers West-East readings. These sensors are not absolute, and must be alibrated at robot initialization and
periodi ally throughout usage, though it is possible to
servo to either North, South, East, or West without
alibration. The sensor output is ampli ed 370 times
by a low noise instrumentation ampli er for a typi al
920mv/Gauss output to the mi ro ontroller.
However, sensor readings are di erent from platform
to platform and values hange with frequent use of the
motors. This ne essitates the above mentioned ongoing alibration. Likewise, large metal obje ts a e t
the ompass readings. Currently, it is only possible
to servo to North East West or South with a ura y.
As mentioned above, in laboratories the Earth's magneti eld is often dominated by other magneti elds,
thus it it not reasonable to expe t absolute bearing
information from the ompass.
B. Software

There are eight serial ommands the Robomote offers to the host ontroller. These allow the host (whi h
an be any devi e supporting RS232 serial ommuni ation) to ontrol motion and to rea t to dete ted obje ts

Control program on PC or Renemote
User defined control program
Error condition callback
Interrupt
based RS232
lexer

Command done callback

Object detected callback

Robomote control API:
rm_set_vel(), rm_set_bias(), rm_set_heading(),
rm_sleep(), rm_get_state(), etc.

Serial
Interface
Robomote control program
Recieve transmit error
100Hz control loop
On-off velocity and bias control
based on optical encoder odometery

Sensor-actuator
commands, state
variables, command
results.

Interrupt
based RS232
lexer

7000Hz sensor loop
Integrate optical sensors, compass
and detect objects.

Fig. 4. Flow hart for Robomote ontrol software. Control software omponents are leanly separated by the serial interfa e.

(see Figure 4).
The two main software omponents are the lower
level platform ontrol loop on the robot (\robot part")
and the master, or host, ontrol program on either a
PC or Renemote (\Mote part"). Currently, the host
is a Renemote, and the platform is the robot whose
hardware is des ribed in III-A. The robot platform
software implements a ontrol loop that runs at 100Hz
- though the opti al en oders are polled and integrated
at approximately 7kHz. The ontroller is a simple ono ontroller that maintains a onstant velo ity based
on a lookup pulse width modulation value and the
number of en oder ti marks the left and right opti al en oders report plus or minus some bias. It is
also possible to servo to a desired ompass heading though only North South East and West have been
evaluated. The a ura y of the ompass is approximately 6 degrees.
The interrupt a tivated tou h sensors ause the ontrol loop to send an OBJECT DETECT message to the
ontrolling host. At this point the host ontrol program auses a software interrupt that is a user de ned

fun tion - the obje t avoidan e allba k fun tion.
The infra-red sensor auses spurious interrupts,
and must be smoothed via ltering and integration. Ultimately the ontrol loop sends the
host an OBJECT DETECT message if the variable
ir threshold, whi h is set by the Renemotes' all to
rm set ir thresh(threshold), is ex eeded.
The design ensures that Robomote has the ne essary
sensors and a tuators for obje t avoidan e, odometri navigation and ompass navigation. The hardware
and software design allow the robot platform be used
in mobile sensor networks.
IV. Enabling Novel Resear h

Current resear h in sensor networks fo uses predominantly on xed wireless networks in whi h the nodes
are not mobile. These networks onsist of many network sensor nodes pla ed in a xed pattern (though
the pattern may be random if, for instan e, the nodes
are dropped by planes - e.g. s attered like dust). On
the other hand, Robomotes allow su h networks to dynami ally alter their topology. Thus, sensor networks
be ome a tuated sensor networks, or sensor/a tuator
networks.
The Internet Engineering Task For e(IETF) denes a Mobile Ad-ho Network (MANET) as \an au-

tonomous system of mobile routers (and asso iated
hosts) onne ted by wireless links{the union of whi h
form an arbitrary graph. The routers are free to move
randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the
network's wireless topology may hange rapidly and
unpredi tably. Su h a network may operate in a stand
alone fashion, or may be onne ted to the larger Internet."

Thus, while most embodied distributed roboti s resear h is an example of true ad-ho networking, xed
wireless networking is not. Most sensor network resear h uses xed networks. Robomotes allow ertain
types of xed wireless networks [13℄, [14℄ to over ome
this barrier. The Robomote makes the network topology dynami , and thus truly ad-ho . As a simple example of Robomote usefulness as a resear h platform
to the ad-ho networking ommunity, onsider using
Robomote as a test bed for ad-ho routing proto ols.
It would be diÆ ult to assemble hundreds of laptops
with 802.11b ards and have people move them randomly in a xed area. Further, su h a study would
require a massive spa e. On the other hand, it would
be trivial to do this using Robomotes.
Consider a network with a dynami topology that
a tively moves nodes in order to maximize (or minimize) some hara teristi (see Figure 2). For example,
a network that autonomously moves nodes to lo ations
of low signal strength to improve throughput along a

(a) Robomote following a di usion data
path in a xed dire ted di usion sensor
network.

(b) Massive Robomote
network allows investigation into 'intelligent
swarm' behavior.

Fig. 5. Immediate resear h dire tions using Robomote as the
main platform. [15℄ [16℄

multi-hop transmission path [13℄. While su h work is
possible with urrently available robot platforms (or
human-laptop mobile nodes), it is not realisti to do
on the s ale of hundreds of nodes. Robomotes make
su h resear h pra ti al.
As another example of possible (and intended) resear h with the Robomote, onsider swarm or o k
type distributed arti ial intelligen e resear h [16℄,
[17℄, [18℄, [19℄, whi h to our knowledge has previously
only been done in simulation [20℄. The most popular platform for this type of resear h is urrently the
Khepera [21℄. The Khepera is highly fun tional yet
prohibitive due to high ost.
To on lude, there is a plethora of low hanging fruit
on the Robomote resear h tree. The platform, with
emphasis on size, ost, ommuni ation, and navigation, enables empiri al study of the above examples
and more. Without su h a platform, su h resear h is
diÆ ult.
V. Con lusions

We have presented the design of a small inexpensive
robot (the Robomote) based on the o -the-shelf omponents. Robomote is and will in reasingly be used
in large-s ale sensor network resear h. To make this
possible, produ tion ost must be minimal. Further,
be ause the platform is intended for use in the laboratory, it annot take up too mu h spa e. With these
onstraints in mind, Robomote is less than 0.00005m3,
and osts less than $150 in parts.
With the use of the state of the art in mi roele troni s it was possible to implement the Robomote
with a wireless network interfa e for ommuni ation,
a urate odometry and ompass for navigation, infrared and bump sensors for obje t dete tion, solar ell
for longevity, and a smart harging Lithium ion battery. Leveraging this powerful sensor and a tuator set
ensures Robomotes' usefulness.

The advent of smaller more eÆ ient integrated iruits, a tuators, sensors, and radio ommuni ation iruits allows implementing robots that are a fra tion of
the size and ost of yesterdays predominant resear h
platforms. For example, the Robomote is a small fra tion of the ost of ontemporary robot platforms available on the market today.
The Robomote has been designed with the hief aim
is enabling embodied resear h in distributed roboti s
and sensor networking that has previously been prohibitive due to ost, size, and s ale. Robomotes initial
re eption is positive; the platform is being adopted and
used.
VI. Future Work

There is a tive work on lo alization in sensor networks and Robomote is already being used to further
explore this realm. For example experiments in xed
multi-hop datapath following in dire ted di usion networks has begun (see Figure 5). The obvious next step,
though in a di erent dire tion, is to implement theory
that has been done in simulation from the distributed
arti ial intelligen e \smart swarm" ommunity, thus
bringing a mu h needed embodied aspe t the eld [16℄,
[17℄, [18℄. There is a ri h synthesis possible between
networking and roboti s, and ultimately both elds
bene t. These are our immediate dire tions in a vast
new resear h spa e.
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